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No.1351, The Essence of My Learning
I learn from nature.
I learn from the above.
This is the essence of my learning.
Groningen; 10:43, 3/16/2022
No.1352, From the Pure Land
I returned from the pure land.
I’m fully nourished now.
So, I’ll give back my vital energy to the world.
Groningen; 15:43, 3/16/2022
No.1353, Kismet
Kismet brought me to Shintoism.
That was my divine fate.
Groningen; 20:02, 3/16/2022
No.1354, Adieu
I had fortune.
My tiny ego was completely burned by the flame of my zest.
I just said “Adieu!”
Groningen; 20:05, 3/16/2022
No.1355, Mutual Recognition
The world valorizes my life.
My life valorizes the world.
There is mutual recognition.
Groningen; 08:14, 3/17/2022
No.1356, Absolute Certainty
This reality is very elusive.
However, I am here and now.
That is absolutely certain.
Groningen; 08:49, 3/17/2022
No.1357, The Existence of the God
If someone asks “Does the God really exist?,” the statement proves the existence of the
God.
If the God doesn’t exist, nobody can propose the statement.
Once the statement appears, the God automatically come to exist.
Groningen; 21:04, 3/17/2022
No.1358, A Bird Song
Little birds are singing a mellifluous song right now.
The song invites me to the state of nirvana.
I just want to say thank you to the song and birds.
Groningen; 08:49, 3/18/2022
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No.1359, Sangha
I seek for a sangha so that I can share my knowledge and skills with someone else.
My soul wants collaborative learning and practice.
Groningen; 16:14, 3/18/2022
No.1360, A Tiny Elephant
A tiny elephant stumbles every day.
Yet, it doesn’t stop walking.
Finally, it will become a great elephant in future.
Groningen; 08:23, 3/19/2022
No.1361, A Dance of Physiolatry
Everything is dancing with a worship of nature.
It should be happening all the time.
I deeply love a dance for physiolatry.
I’m always doing it.
Groningen; 11:47, 3/19/2022
No.1362, Need of Subjective, Existential, and Spiritual View of Life
I think that we need to enrich the subjective and existential view of life.
Life science contributes to the objective view of life.
Religions should contribute to the spiritual view of life.
I suppose that the current view of life lacks subjectivity, existentially, and spirituality, which
would be lamentable and should be overcome.
Groningen; 13:13, 3/19/2022
No.1363, Japanese Polytheism
Japanese polytheism does not mean that a variety of Gods exist.
Instead, it means that Gods emerge constantly and infinitely.
In other words, it is a process oriented belief.
Groningen; 14:35, 3/19/2022
No.1364, A Divine Prophet
I had a revelatory dream this morning.
It shed light on my future path.
A dream can be a divine prophet.
Groningen; 07:54, 3/20/2022
No.1365, A Dream Oracle
All of our dreams have a certain oracle.
What we need to do is to reveal it.
Once we unveil an oracle, we would be enlightened.
Groningen; 08:44, 3/20/2022
No.1366, Life & Death, and the Spirituality of Modern People
Our modern society harshly distinguishes life and death.
Our society also conceals death in a wily way.
As a result, the quality of life is jeopardized,
and the spirituality of modern people is severely emaciated.
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Groningen; 11:09, 3/20/2022
No.1367, Time to Be Alone
Have your time to be alone for a while in a day.
It will nourish your mind and soul.
Groningen; 08:06, 3/21/2022
No.1368, My Voices
I give my voices in a remote area in this world every day.
Yet, my voices will reverberate in the whole world someday.
Groningen; 13:06, 3/21/2022
No.1369, For the Unity in Gratitude and Purity
I just study for the unity in gratitude and purity.
I just practice for the unity in gratitude and purity.
I just pray for the unity in gratitude and purity.
Groningen; 15:44, 3/21/2022
No.1370, Gods and the God
Gods are omnipresent in the world.
They are the mirror of the ultimate God.
Groningen; 10:02, 3/22/2022
No.1371, My Unconscious World
My unconscious world is like the vast ocean.
It is infinite.
It is creative.
It embraces my whole existence.
It could be a doorway to the God.
Groningen; 16:19, 3/22/2022
No.1372, Life and Religion
Life is invisible.
One of the most important roles of religion is to provide us with insights of life.
Here, life means not only our life but also life of all sentient and non-sentient beings.
Groningen; 10:31, 3/23/2022
No.1373, Being and Life
Being means life.
Life means being.
Therefore, any beings including non-sentient beings have life.
Groningen; 10:53, 3/23/2022
No.1374, Death
Death means that we just rerun to someplace as a new being.
In fact, it constantly happens all the time, of course, even at this moment.
Groningen; 20:12, 3/23/2022
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No.1375, Ignorance
What is ignorance?
Ignorance is just the product of our self-centeredness.
Our tiny ego creates ignorance.
The larger our ego is, the more our ignorance is.
Groningen; 08:20, 3/24/2022
No.1376, Coexistence and Co‐prosperity
We are all in the same boat.
We share the same earth.
We are one community.
Unless we forget about it, coexistence and co‐prosperity would be realized.
Groningen; 08:32, 3/24/2022
No.1377, Grace of Poetry
Making a poem always heals and transforms my psyche.
That is the grace of poetry.
My psyche totally relaxes in poetry.
Groningen; 15:49, 3/24/2022
No.1378, The Secret of Fortune
A calm mind brings fortune.
It seems to me that the evil dislikes calmness.
Probably, it likes the state of being busy.
That’s why modern people have become the embodiment of evil.
Groningen; 15:51, 3/24/2022
No.1379, A Flood of Feelings of Gratefulness
A flood of feelings of gratefulness flowed into me.
My whole existence is swimming in the flow.
I just want keep expressing my gratefulness to the world.
Groningen; 16:38, 3/24/2022
No.1380, Ephemerality and Eternity
Eternity consists of a continuous process of ephemerality.
Everlasting evanescence equals to eternity.
Groningen; 20:37, 3/24/2022
No.1381, At This Moment Now
You don’t have to go anywhere.
Because you are always there.
You can attain enlightenment at this moment now.
Groningen; 09:47, 3/25/2022
No.1382, Time Travel
I’m at Rijksmusem in Amsterdam now.
I’m enjoying a variety of art works.
I feel as if I do time travel to various eras, seeing art works here.
Rijksmusem; 14:55, 3/25/2022
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No.1383, Various Music from Art Works
I can hear various music from art works at the museum.
Paintings and music are one.
I’m in the ocean of great art.
Rijksmusem; 15:26, 3/25/2022
No.1384, A Story in Art
I realized that I was in a story of art while seeing a painting.
Each art work has a unique story which invites us to the narrative world.
All we can do is dive into it and enjoy the story.
Rijksmusem; 15:33, 3/25/2022
No.1385, Dancing Morning Light
Morning light is dancing now.
It looks so happy and joyful.
I spontaneously have the same feeling.
Amsterdam; 08:25, 3/26/2022
No.1386, Relief after TOEFL
I’m totally relieved that I took a TOEFL test successfully.
I spent plenty of time to prepare for the test in the last one and half month, but now I can
voraciously read a number of books for my future research.
Shinto invites me to do so.
On a Train for Groningen; 14:49, 3/26/2022
No.1387, Our Common House
The earth is our common house.
The current ecological crisis represents our spiritual crisis.
We need to cure and nourish both our spirituality and the earth.
Groningen; 11:00, 3/27/2022
No.1388, Deep Gratitude
I have a feeling of deep gratitude.
I’m just praying for it.
This feeling is oceanic and angelic.
Groningen; 20:13, 3/27/2022
No.1389, Spontaneity
I express myself as spontaneously as possible.
Spontaneity is everything.
It brings creativity, joy, healing, and transformation.
Groningen; 09:54, 3/28/2022
No.1390, The Secret of Gift and Talent
All of us receive a certain gift and talent.
If we use them for ourselves, they will be exhausted sometime.
If we use them for others and the society, they will be enriched forever.
Groningen; 14:14, 3/28/2022
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No.1391, Narrative Beings
We resonate with others’ stories.
We are narrative beings.
We heal and transform ourselves by narratives.
Groningen; 21:02, 3/29/2022
No.1392, A Spiritual Guidance
I’m always receiving a spiritual guidance from somewhere transcendental.
My intuition makes me just follow it.
Groningen; 09:02, 3/30/2022
No.1393, A Magical Wind
A warm wind blows.
The mildness calms me down.
I can fly anywhere on the wind.
Groningen; 15:39, 3/30/2022
No.1394, Heavenly Gifts
I realize that I always receive a tremendous amount of heavenly gifts.
I can hear from somewhere: “Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to
God the things that are God’s.”
I’ll share the gifts with this world instead of giving them back to heaven.
That is the wish of the god.
Groningen; 07:56, 3/31/2022
No.1395, Unexpected Snow
It has been snowing today since morning.
It is unexpected, but my soul enjoys it.
Something unexpected sometime brings enjoyment.
Groningen; 20:06, 3/31/2022
No.1396, A Cosmic Dance
I can see the intrinsic divinity within myself.
So can I for others.
Not only humans but also other life and material have inherent divinity within themselves.
All of us are dancing a cosmic dance.
Groningen; 13:05, 4/1/2022
No.1397, Watery Reality
This reality is watery.
The essence of this reality could be water.
Groningen; 13:26, 4/1/2022
No.1398, Ideas as Gems
A number of creative ideas came up with my mind.
They are absolutely gems for me.
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Groningen; 11:52, 4/2/2022
No.1399, The Self
The self is the interconnected relationships themselves.
It is the interrelated world itself.
Groningen; 14:35, 4/2/2022
No.1400, A Concentric Circle
Everything emerges and expands in a concentric way.
This world is a gigantic concentric circle.
Groningen; 09:46, 4/3/2022
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